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What you see below is just a brief overview of HSS Interlink, be sure to take a look at the main documentation that is available on the web. This documentation provides you with a complete explanation of how to use HSS Interlink. 1. File Upload / Download (FileManager/FileBrowser) HSS Interlink contains a FileManager and FileBrowser control that can be used to upload and download files
from any remote source using your own HSS Interlink communication or using one of the available HSS Interlink communication protocols. The control is multi-threaded and supports large file uploads. 2. Progress Handlers (Progress) All HSS Interlink control libraries provide their own progress hander however these may have their own problems (see main documentation on progress for further
details) 3. Persistence (GZip compression, Metadata, Buffers and more) Some of the HSS Interlink control libraries provide a persistence layer for the file data. Be sure to view the documentation of the specific HSS Interlink control library for further information. 4. Multi-upload (files) The HSS Interlink control libraries can upload and download multiple files (default setting is 5 files). Be sure to

view the HSS Interlink in Action! (Flash) for further details. 5. Client Service Layer The HSS Interlink provide their own client service layer, that handles many of the complexities of client side communications. However the libraries allow for your own implementation, this might include interfacing with a REST service or client side implementation using TCP sockets. 6. File Download and
Metadata (Metadata and Attributes) The HSS Interlink control libraries will allow you to attach metadata and custom attributes to the files that are being uploaded and downloaded. For example, if you are using a HSS Interlink control for uploading from the Sharepoint server to a file, you could enable the control to place the document into an Outbox item and then attach additional metadata and
custom attributes. For more details about the metadata and custom attributes supported by HSS Interlink see the main documentation. For more details of all the HSS Interlink controls and their various features, please take a look at the main documentation. What you see below is just a brief overview of HSS Interlink, be sure to take a look at the main documentation that is available on the web.
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    File Upload/Download library for Silverlight. HSS Interlink: Built on MVVM. (Model View ViewModel) Object Oriented paradigm. Minimally Dependent Cross-Platform The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how to use the HSS Interlink library to upload and download files to remote web services (webservices) using Silverlight, ASP.NET and WCF. More often than not this type of
application usually involves two scenarios, where-in the Client Application(s) can upload files to the remote web services. Client/Server (WCF) communication is required The Client Application(s) (Silverlight) can retrieve files from the remote web services. Client/Server (WCF) communication is required HSS Interlink can handle all these cases and more. An example is demonstrated in the

remainder of this article. I would not recommend using HSS Interlink for simple File Upload applications. HSS Interlink is designed for large scale applications where the server side of the application has to handle a large number of concurrent file uploads and download requests. HSS Interlink Library Download and Build Instructions: HSS Interlink has source code and documentation available at
the following location: HSS Interlink VS2013 Solution Download and Build Instructions: The HSS Interlink project is an extension of the MVVMLight template built on VS2013 C#. At the time of writing, there is no Silverlight support in the original MVVM Light template. To use the HSS Interlink functionality you are required to download the Silverlight assemblies and templates from the

following location: Step by step instructions on how to download and build the HSS Interlink solution are available at: HSS 6a5afdab4c
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The HSS Interlink library is a very small control, which significantly reduces the [ ] from a typical file upload/download dialog. It contains 95% of the Silverlight Client-Server communication and base file access handlers, it uses the standard Silverlight HTTP handler and will work with any standard File Access Service that conforms to the Windows Azure File Storage Protocol. [ ] [HSS Interlink]
provides file upload and file download functionality over the full range of security options from [ ] authentication, authorization and encryption. HSS Interlink supports the following methods for uploading files: [Async Upload] [List Upload] [File Upload] [File Drop] [Remote Upload] [Local Upload] [Browse] [Download] HSS Interlink supports the following methods for downloading files:
[View downloaded files] [Download all files] [Download specific file] [File list] [Remote View Download] [Download all files to a specific directory] [Local Download] [HSS Interlink] client implementation can be registered on the web site and will be automatically loaded when the user first navigates to your site and the user has already given permission to interact with the user’s file system.
[HSS Interlink] is a combination of a Silverlight Client and a Silverlight Server, the Client handles the user interaction and navigation between dialog windows and the Server initiates the actual File Upload/Download operation. The HSS Interlink library operates in two different deployment models, which are described [ ] [HSS Interlink]: [Silverlight Interlink Server Application] [Web Application
Interlink Server Application] [The client part of the Silverlight Interlink is presented as a Silverlight Control called HSS Interlink Client, this client can be added directly as a Managed Control or included as a Page or UserControl, in the latter case the control must be registered in the Application_Startup event in the web.config of the web site, the Client also contains a simple file access handler
called [ ] [HSS Interlink Download Handler]. This file access handler listens for all upload or download requests on a specific path and will process the data accordingly. [The server part of the Silverlight Interlink is presented as a Silverlight Control called HSS Interlink Server, this server control can be

What's New In HSS Interlink?

The HSS Interlink is a set of class libraries that help you create a file upload/download dialog box for a Silverlight or ASP.NET application. It is an easy way to build such file upload/download dialogs. HSS Interlink does have it's own benefits, such as: All possible values are validated, events are raised when the user is done with the selection, and dialogs are flashed off with appropriate user
feedback. All other controls that are already available are provided by HSS Interlink. You can even click off the files on the dialog. So HSS Interlink gives you best of both world when it comes to file uploading and downloading for your web application. HSS Interlink was developed by Siddharth Goel, the founder and CEO of SilverDB and SilverSafe Technologies. HSS Interlink Applications:
Take a look at the following applications that uses HSS Interlink: Below is the video demonstration of the above application: Video demo of HSS Interlink: A: I don't know about the others, but I have used the Upload Files To Server Control in the Adobe Flex/Flash framework. You are required to build the directory structure you need in a File Data Provider. You then just put an instance of a
Upload Files control on a page. See this answer for more information. If you are looking for a File Uploader for Silverlight, there is a set of controls in the Silverlight Toolkit. As you might imagine, you end up building your own handlers for the file upload, but the result is a very nice set of controls. A: In my opinion there are no other file uploader controls that out-of-the-box support multiple files
(over 100 MB). Almost all web file uploaders that I know have limitations on the file size (10 MB or similar) and/or limits on the number of files (5 or similar). If you want to accept multiple files then a few good options are (in no particular order): As @Yannick F suggested - Flex Uploader Which are close to Silverlight and easily add-able to a Silverlight application, without code. Useful site In-
built File Uploader
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Game Features: 4v4 Player Mode: Have 8 players join you online. Start Team Play: Have 4v4 teams join your server. Intuitive Matchmaking: Matches that are within the guidelines for skill are often made quickly. Ban/Kick System: The player is kicked or banned for an excessive number of things. Per-Player Modifications: Players can make themselves stronger. Global Settings: Adjust the
settings for all players at once. Classic FPS Controls: Just like the classic Quake. Control
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